
FINE ARTS & COLLECTIBLES / MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

The Fine Arts Team at Raphael & Associates are recognized as industry leaders in 
the Fine Arts community.
When a rare treasure, work of art, or musical instrument is damaged or lost due to unforeseen 
circumstances, it can cause a great deal of stress for you and your insured. In many cases, 
these items are unique and irreplaceable to their owners. We understand the individuality of a 
personal collector, museum, gallery, conservator, and dedicated fine art shipper as they all have 
an important role in preserving these treasures.  

Raphael and Associates is a partner you can depend on to thoughtfully handle each of these  
sensitive claims in an expeditious manner. Our Fine Arts team works closely with insureds, 
artists, conservators, and appraisers to conduct the most thorough investigations while ensuring 
proper and idyllic resolutions. We provide the highest level of customer service throughout the 
claim process to offer peace of mind to your clientele.

Contact the Fine Arts Team at Raphael & Associates today and we will provide you with the 
most comprehensive claims management experience in the industry.

WE ARE A RARE TREASURE IN THE 
INSURANCE INDUSTRY

The R&A Advantage
Commitment to 
service

Seamless 
partnership

Experience & 
expertise

Cutting edge 
technology

About Raphael & 
Associates
Raphael & Associates 
is a Third Party 
Administrator and 
Independent Claims 
Adjusting company 
internationally 
recognized for its 
exceptional service and 
unsurpassed reputation 
of nationwide claims 
handling.

Where You Need Us, When You Need Us



Connect with the Fine Arts Team at Raphael & Associates today!

Jennifer Baucage- Assistant VP of Specialty Claims
O. (201) 537-7240 
E. jbaucage@raphaelandassociates.com 

Team Email: newclaims@raphaelandassociates.com

Where You Need Us, When You Need Us

FINE ARTS SUBROGATION SERVICES
When a piece of artwork is damaged, it is imperative to find the nature 
and extent of the damage and do so as quickly as possible. Finding that 
information will dictate the response of the Fine Arts Subrogation Team at 
Raphael & Associates.   

Raphael & Associates employs a team of in-house subrogation professionals 
that are highly trained and experienced on the intricacies of the subrogation 
process. By using our custom, in-house analytical software and consulting 
the panel of industry experts that we work with on these matters, our 
team has the ability to focus on key metrics that identify subrogation 
opportunities and maximize the recoveries we obtain for our clients. 

FINE ARTS SALVAGE RECOVERY SERVICES
The Fine Arts Team at Raphael & Associates is highly experienced in 
handling the sale of salvaged fine art and collectibles suffering loss from a 
variety of causes such as shipping, water, fire, mold, and theft.

Our team consults with a comprehensive network of preferred vendors 
from the beginning to the end of the process to ensure the best possible 
recovery in order to stabilize, transport, treat and sell or donate salvage.  We 
are also experienced in negotiating with each party involved in a claim to 
confirm any interest in retaining the salvage for a reduced settlement. We 
approach each loss individually to determine the best possible approach to 
the salvage in order to maximize our Client’s recovery of each loss.  


